EU commission foresees two treaty

EU statement fails to hide division on Palestine

TODAY @ 08:58

An EU declaration to be read out in New York on the day of a historic UN vote on Palestine does little to hide internal division.

RELATED: Twelve EU countries likely to back Palestine’s UN bid

MEPs told to prepare for budget cuts

28.11.12 @ 11:47

MEPs should brace themselves for an overall cut in the next EU budget framework, commission President Barroso has warned.

German opposition may delay vote on Greek aid

28.11.12 @ 10:55

A vote in the Bundestag on the recently agreed Greek deal may be delayed or split as the German Social Democrats and Green are asking for more time to study the implications of the package.

RELATED: Greece Back from the brink after EU agrees debt deal

EU approves restructuring plans of Spanish banks

EU approves restructuring plans of Spanish banks
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